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React Native navigation component setState not working with hooks I have a Nav component that is just a parent that handles
the header, and nested Navigation component which handles the 3D-ish header. However, I am encountering an issue with
setting the navigator to the correct state in the Nav component. The state navigation is set in the navigator via the setState
callback and is set correctly, however the component keeps rendering the Home component, and the Header, however if I log
out the state of the navigation it's always undefined. What am I doing wrong here? import React, { useEffect } from'react';
import { NavigationContainer } from '@react-navigation/material'; import { createStackNavigator } from '@reactnavigation/stack'; import { Text } from '@react-native-community/styled-text'; import { createReactNavigationStack } from
'@react-navigation/core'; function App() { const stack = createStackNavigator( { Home: { screen: Home }, More: { screen:
More }, }, { defaultNavigation: true, } ); return (
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including. Search our knowledge base. Get updates, read our blog, and search our support forum for solutions to. To get started,
you should create a new game using the Game Builder,. This is a very powerful and easy-to-use tool that is an. A free range of
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